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Overview 
 
The goal of this research is to establish credible disruption mitigation scenarios based on 
the technique of massive gas injection. Disruption mitigation seeks to minimize or 
eliminate damage to internal components that can occur due to the rapid dissipation of 
thermal and magnetic energy during a tokamak disruption. In particular, the focus of 
present research is extrapolating mitigation techniques to burning plasma experiments 
such as ITER, where disruption-caused damage poses a serious threat to the lifetime of 
internal vessel components. 
 
A majority of effort has focused on national and international collaborative research with 
large tokamaks: DIII-D, Alcator C-Mod, JET, and ASDEX Upgrade. The research was 
oriented towards empirical trials of gas-jet mitigation on several tokamaks, with the goal 
of developing and applying cohesive models to the data across devices.  
 
The attached Bibliography lists publication and reports stemming from the cross-device 
collaborative research and demonstrates the high productivity of the three-year research 
period: 
- 20 peer-reviewed journal articles, 
- 6 invited talks, 
- Over 10 plenary and contributed talks and posters. 
 
Major Findings & Research Highlights 
 
Here we summarize the major findings of the research activity. We refer the reader to the 
cited scientific articles in the Bibliography for details of the research. 
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1. Massive gas injection was shown to be effective for disruption mitigation on the 
Alcator C-Mod tokamak [Whyte JNM07, Granetz NF07, Greenwald 05]. Mitigation was 
successful at the ITER magnetic field, plasma pressure and energy density, an important 
empirical demonstration. The gas injection was shown to: 
a. Invoke an efficient radiative dissipation of the plasma thermal energy, 
particularly with argon gas injection 
b. Significantly reduce thermal loads on the divertor. 
c. Reduce halo currents by about a factor of two. 
d. Not produce runaway electrons despite the rapid current quench and high 
electric field. 
 
2. Collaborative studies on gas-plasma interactions between DIII-D and C-Mod 
indicated that MHD plays a dominant role in bringing the injected impurities into the core 
plasma, rather than ballistic neutral penetration of the gas [Hollmann NF04, Granetz NF 
07]. This is overall a positive result since by invoking the plasma’s own instability, one 
eases technological restrictions for the required gas pressure on high temperature/pressure 
ITER plasmas. However it also introduces more uncertainty to predicting the thermal 
quench evolution in ITER. Modeling and experiments were carried out towards 
improving knowledge of the MHD-induced transport. The MHD evolution of C-Mod 
results was modeled using the non-ideal resistive MHD numerical model, NIMROD, 
reproducing many of the features of the C-Mod experiments [Izzo IAEA06]. This was 
empirically supported with DIII-D experiment that showed the dependence of the thermal 
quench duration on the radial position of the q=2 surface [Hollmann POP07]. 
 
3. Significant testing, extension and utilization of the KPRAD code and methodology 
for studying disruption mitigation. KPRAD is a numerical code that self-consistently 
evolves the ionization and radiation balance of the highly perturbing impurities in the 
plasma. 
a. The current quench duration of C-Mod was accurately predicted by KPRAD 
for the different noble gases injected [Whyte JNM07]. This was a rigorous test 
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for KPRAD in that the size and current density of C-Mod are substantially 
different from DIII-D, where KPRAD was first developed by D. Whyte. Most 
importantly this success indicates that with sufficient impurity density, the 
atomic physics of the injected species will dictate the current quench rate for a 
given target plasma current and size. This is consistent with cross-device 
comparisons as well [Lipshcultz NF07]. This bodes well for “tailoring” the 
ITER current quench induced by gas injection to the desired rate by species 
selection of the injected gas. 
b. The radiation and atomics physics package of KPRAD was “ported” into the 
MHD NIMROD code to effectively make a new code, NIMRAD [Izzo 
IAEA06]. This seemed necessary given the coupled nature of the radiation-
induced plasma pressure changes and the invoked MHD, which in turn affects 
the impurity transport. Preliminary NIMRAD results showed that the 
inclusion of self-consistent radiation physics showed important differences 
between He and Ar gas injection that were qualitatively similar to 
experimental differences seen in C-Mod. 
c. The KPRAD code was also ported to the MATLAB language so that it could 
be coupled with the analytical halo current model and thus examine the 
coupled roles of plasma cooling and current profile evolution [Humphreys 
EPS06], and important step toward predictive modeling of halo current 
evolution in ITER [Humphreys IAEA06]. 
 
4. It was found that the previously ignored bremsstrahlung radiation losses play an 
important limiting role in setting runaway electron energy during the current quench in 
ITER [Bakhtiari PoP05]. 
 
5. The role of neutrals in setting plasma resistivity, and hence current quench duration, 
following a massive gas injection were studied self-consistently using an analytic 
resistivity model and KPRAD [Bakhtiari PoP06]. It was found that for relative neutral 
fractions expected in disruption mitigation that the neutrals did not significantly alter the 
effective plasma resistivity.  
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6. Contributors on disruption physics and mitigation for the ITER Tokamak Physics 
Basis Update [Hender 06], and specific research on disruption predictions for ITER 
[Sugihara IAEA04]. 
 
7. The role of intrinsic wall fluxes in setting impurity and fuelling in unmitigated 
disruptions was investigated on DIII-D [Gray 04, Hollmann EPS04]. It was found that 
high density “natural” disruptions in fact tended to “self-mitigate” by releasing large 
amounts of carbon and fuel from the walls.  
 
8. KPRAD and thermal modeling showed that even an ideal mitigation on ITER, i.e. 
when all the plasma energy is dissipated uniformly by radiation, that the radiation flash 
could produce significant amounts (10-100 kg) of molten beryllium at the first wall of 
ITER [Whyte JNM05]. The fate of the layer depends on complex MHD, but the 
simultaneous loss of diamagnetic current in the plasma in general tends to destabilize the 
Be molten film. The consequences of this melt production are uncertain but a concern for 
ITER. 
 
9. A review paper on disruption physics and mitigation on DIII-D was published [Whyte 
FST05]. 
 
10. A novel technique to recover tritium in ITER was proposed and developed. The 
method is based on rapid radiative heating of plasma-viewing surfaces by planned 
radiative terminations using high-pressure gas injection [Whyte JNM05]. The study 
showed that low current ITER plasmas has sufficient energy density to invoke significant 
tritium recovery from PFC surfaces, without damaging the underlying components. This 
is a promising non-invasive tritium recovery technique for ITER. Preliminary tests on 
using disruptions for fuel recovery were positive on Alcator C-Mod [Whyte IAEA06]. 
 
11. Empirical comparison of thermal quench and current quench durations across 
ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D and Alcator C-Mod following massive gas injection 
[Lipschultz NF07]. The thermal quench duration roughly scaled as the device size and 
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inversely as the sound speed of the injected gas one the injected gas density reached a 
minimum value. This is possibly a positive result for ITER in that one expects slower 
thermal quenched given its large size, however data from other devices, particularly JET 
is required for a more certain extrapolation to ITER.  
 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Disruption mitigation using gas jet injection has proven to be a viable candidate for 
avoiding or minimizing damage to internal components in burning plasma 
experiments like ITER. The physics understanding is progress towards a 
technological design for the required gas injection system in ITER. 
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